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Plumbing  leaks  are  rampant  and  such  a  problem  that  the
Enironmental Protection Agency (EPA) has a Fix a Leak Week
campaign  in  March  to  educate  the  public  and  save  water.
FloLogic,  a  smart  leak  control  technology  company,  is
participating in the effort with practical tips and smart home
solutions for every homeowner.

Plumbing leaks waste nearly one trillion gallons of water that
enters U.S. households each year, or 12 percent of total water
used in our homes, according to the Residential End Uses of
Water  Study,  which  evaluated  23,000  households.  And  leaks
destroy property to the tune of more than $10 billion in
insurance payouts annually.

Fix a Leak Week runs March 18-24 and presents an opportunity
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for the EPA, local communities and industry to join a common
effort to shut down water waste.

“Leaks aren’t top of mind for most homeowners because water is
cheap and most water meters can’t register the small leaks
that trickle down the drain,” says Chuck DeSmet, founder of
FloLogic, whose smart leak detection system can identify and
automatically stop leaks that occur anywhere in a plumbing
supply before they cause damage or waste. “Destructive leaks
get addressed when they’re discovered, while leaks that simply
waste water can persist for years, particularly if they’re
undetected. But water destruction and waste are completely
preventable.”

The  holidays
are prime time
for  proposals,
and  what
better  place
to  pop  the
question  than
a  tropical
island?
Planning  a
holiday
wedding?  A
Caribbean
destination  is
an  ideal
option,  and
resorts  such



as  Calabash
Cove work with
couples  to
plan the ideal
ceremony  and
other  events.
And  wedding
guests  feel
pampered,  too.
Holiday
honeymoon?  The
intimate
setting  of
Calabash  Cove
lends  itself
to  honeymoons
and
anniversary
trips.

For the Fix a Leak Week campaign, and throughout the year,
FloLogic urges everyone to observe practical steps to stop
leaks, and to consider adding smart water control technology
to their connected homes so all leaks are recognized as soon
as they appear.

Here are five water-saving tips for Fix a Leak Week from
FloLogic:

* Review the water bill: A family of four will typically use
12,000 gallons (16 centum cubic feet) per month. Usage in
excess of this amount indicates a likely leak. But keep in
mind that water meters can’t detect the small leaks, so even a
normal water bill may not reveal a problem.

*  Inspect  toilets:  Worn-out  flappers  are  a  primary  water
waster. Listen for toilets that refill between flushes. Find
slow leaks by dropping food coloring in tanks. If the bowl



takes color without a flush, there’s a leak.

* Check interior faucets:

Drips from sink and tub faucets and showerheads are easy to
spot, but often ignored. Repair or replace worn parts to curb
water-wasting drips.

* Look outside: Outside hose or irrigation system leaks often
go unnoticed. Check for drips and moist ground during dry
weather to find preventable leaks.

* Get smart water control: A smart water valve, such as that
offered from flologic.com will detect leaks beginning as small
as a half-ounce of water per minute, and automatically shut
them off. While the primary function of FloLogic is to prevent
property damage, it has the added benefit of flagging hidden
leaks  to  save  natural  resources,  reduce  water  bills  and
qualify many homeowners for insurance discounts.

https://www.flologic.com/

